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ABSTRACT  

Since the start of operations in 1993, the twin 10 meter W. M. Keck Observatory telescopes have continued to maximize 
their scientific impact and to produce transformative discoveries that keep the observing community on the frontiers of 
astronomical research. Upgraded capabilities and new instrumentation are provided though collaborative 
partnerships with Caltech and UC instrument development teams. The observatory adapts and responds to the observers’ 
evolving needs as defined in the observatory’s strategic plan, periodically refreshed in collaboration with the 
science community. This paper summarizes the performance of recently commissioned infrastructure projects, 
technology upgrades, and new additions to the suite of instrumentation at the observatory. We will also provide a status 
of projects currently in the design or development phase, and since we need to keep our eye on the future, we mention 
projects in exploratory phases that originate from our strategic plan. 

Recently commissioned projects include telescope control system upgrades, OSIRIS spectrometer and imager upgrades, 
and deployments of the Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI), the Near-Infrared Echellette Spectrometer (NIRES), and the 
Keck I Deployable Tertiary Mirror (KIDM3). Under development are upgrades to the NIRSPEC instrument and adaptive 
optics (AO) system. Major instrumentation in design phases include the Keck Cosmic Reionization Mapper and the 
Keck Planet Finder.  Future instrumentation studies and proposals underway include a Ground Layer Adaptive Optics 
system, NIRC2 upgrades, the energy sensitive instrument KRAKENS, an integral field spectrograph LIGER, and a laser 
tomography AO upgrade. Last, we briefly discuss recovering MOSFIRE and its return to science operations. 

Keywords: Infrared, Instrumentation, Integral Field, Laser Guide Star, Spectrograph, Telescope Control, Adaptive 
Optics 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Located atop Maunakea on the island of Hawaii, the W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO), with its twin 10-m telescopes, 
has a history of transformative discoveries, instrumental advances, and education for young scientists since the start of 
science operations in 1993. Observing time is available primarily to Caltech, University of California (UC) , NASA, and 
University of Hawaii (UH) and some nights are also available through Yale, Notre Dame, Northwestern University, and 
Swinburne University as well as NOAJ through a time exchange with Subaru. To maintain the scientific leadership of 
this observing community, WMKO develops and maintains state-of-the-art instrumentation and systems that keep the 
observer’s science at the cutting edge in astronomy. The observers use well-designed, work- horse instruments that, 
when combined with the 10-m aperture and excellent Maunakea seeing, offer high sensitivity measurements. Nightly 
operations focus on maximizing efficient data acquisition with an "astronomer first" approach that allows for agility and 
flexibility.  
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As a facility instrument, KCWI is intended to be a two-armed spectrograph with an optimized blue and red side. The 
delivered instrument consists only of the blue arm, while the red arm started a preliminary design phase (3.2). The initial 
development of KCWI blue provides the Keck observing community with wavelength coverage from 350-560 nm. The 
instrument operates in a fixed gravity orientation at the Keck II right Nasmyth focal station and corrects for field rotation 
using a K-mirror for the science FOV. KCWI’s integral field unit (IFU) uses a small, medium, and large selectable slicer 
mirror stacks to provide 0.35”, 0.69” or 1.38” spatial resolution that results in FOVs of 20.4” x 8.4”, 16.5”, or 33.1” for 
the three configurations. There are currently four Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) gratings that provide resolutions of 
R~900 to 18,000 in combination with the image slicer scales. To select a wavelength of interest, the dewar rides on an 
articulating stage that positions the camera at an angle relative to the VPH grating. For a complete description of the 
instrument and its capabilities please see the instrument KCWI’s on-line web documentation5.  

2.2 Near InfraRed Echellette Spectrometer 

Led by PIs Keith Matthews and Tom Soifer at Caltech, the Near-InfraRed Echellette Spectrometer (NIRES) is a prism 
cross dispersed near-infrared spectrometer mounted on the Keck II telescope at a Right Bent Cassegrain (RBC) port. It is 
equipped with a separate K-band slit-viewing camera that enables real-time source identification and that will provide 
guiding on slit starting in the fall. An additional optical camera common for all WMKO instruments is available for 
offset guiding. After being developed entirely at Caltech, NIRES was delivered to the observatory in April 2017, was 
integrated with the telescope during the 2017B semester, and started routine night observations in February 2018.    

To prepare for the NIRES installation, a NEMA 4 electronics enclosure was installed next to RBC port #2.  The 
enclosure houses an EIA 19 inch rack with approximately 10 units of rack space available for instrument specific 
electronics.  A custom glycol panel was installed at the RBC platform to manage the glycol for the guider, electronics 
enclosure heat exchanger, and the detector electronics mounted on the instrument.  A new cable wrap was installed to 
accommodate the 420° range of motion of the rotator.  In total, close to 2000 lbs. was added to the elevation ring of the 
Keck II telescope.  This includes over 950 lbs. of equipment and infrastructure, 870 lbs. for NIRES, and an additional 
110 lbs. of liquid Nitrogen for cooling of the instrument.  

NIRES has a liquid Nitrogen fill capacity of 60L and this capacity would allow NIRES to remain at operating 
temperatures for three days without filling. However, the 20L/day of Nitrogen boil-off translates to about 36 lbs. of 
weight change to the telescope balance. Thus, to minimize telescope imbalances, NIRES is filled on a daily basis.  
Because NIRES is mounted to the elevation ring, the telescope is restricted to be at Zenith during the daily fill, and this 
puts a strain on telescope resources and restricting telescope access for about an hour each day.   

To alleviate the daily telescope restrictions during the liquid Nitrogen fills a potential upgrade to replace the liquid 
Nitrogen with a CCR system is being considered.  To accommodate the addition of the CCR Helium lines and power 
cable, the rotator cable wrap will be upgraded to a larger size.  This upgrade will also include changing the cable wrap 
infrastructure.  The design can then be changed to increase the rotator range of motion to > 500°.  Eliminating the liquid 
Nitrogen fills would remove the daily telescope restrictions and free up WMKO support staff. A conceptual study for a 
CCR system is being completed in 2019 with the intention of upgrading NIRES in 2020.  

2.3 Telescope Control System Upgrade 

Launched in 2009, WMKO’s Telescope Control System Upgrade5,6 (TCSU) project set out to improve telescope 
pointing, tracking, and offsetting performance as well as to increase maintainability and reliability. WMKO started 
operating with TCSU on Keck II on a nightly basis in October 2017. A majority of the instrumentation on Keck I also 
uses TCSU routinely, and we anticipate all Keck I instrumentation operating with TCSU by the end of the summer. 
WMKO is maintaining the ability to revert to the old system as a backup except for our two newest instruments, KCWI 
and NIRES, that were commissioned using TCSU on the Keck II telescope.  

There were several challenges of implementing TCSU in particular because WMKO took an approach of integrating the 
hardware and software while never requiring a shutdown of either telescope. To mitigate the challenge of accessing the 
telescopes for testing and to reduce the risk of damaging instrumentation, a rotator simulator was setup in the lab. The 
achieved performance, in terms of pointing, tracking, maintainability and safety is a great improvement compared to the 
old system.  

The TCSU project replaced all of the major elements of the telescope controls, rotator and secondary mirror controls, 
and safety system.  National Instrument’s reconfigurable I/O technology (i.e. RIO), with their embedded field 
programmable gate arrays are used as the core of the telescope’s digital velocity control loop, structural filter, and 
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ASICs to improve the overall sensitivity of the instrument. Both detectors and ASICs are controlled using the Teledyne 
supplied software deployed on a windows operating system. 

2.4.1 OSIRIS Spectrometer 

The spectrometer upgrade7 was completed in April 2016 after four months of integration and testing during which it was 
unavailable to the observing community. In addition to the detector, the upgrade included new computers with Red Hat 
Enterprise LINUX operating systems, a focus stage, and an external detector and motor controllers. The installation was 
completed inside the adaptive optics clean room on the Keck I telescope.  

 
Figure 3. Upgraded throughput for the OSIRIS spectrometer. The grating upgrade completed in 2013 is multiplied by the 
gains in detector sensitivity to calculate the total increase in throughput. 

When combined with a previous grating upgrade in 2013, the overall throughput gains are a factor of three over the 
original delivered instrument. The biggest sensitivity gains are in the K band (see figure 3). With the substantial increase 
in overall throughput, the new spectroscopic zero points were calculated to be 24.7, 25.3, and 25.1 for the J, H, and K 
band, respectively. In addition, the new H2RG has better noise characteristics and is better cosmetically with fewer pixel 
artifacts. The new focus stage is used to optimize the lenslet PSF shape on the detector, and the improved focus results in 
better spectral extraction in the post processing.  

For the past two years, we focused on updating the data reduction pipeline (DRP) for use with the new detector and 
improving the DRP to mitigate long standing issues that were more pronounced with the new system. One of the 
strengths of Keck is that the observatory’s community of observers are engaged in characterizing and improving the 
performance of the instrument suite, and the DRP improvements highlight this connection with the community. 
Although the upgrade required changes to accommodate the new detector, the project also provided an impetus to pursue 
the DRP systematics, and over the last year, Dr. Tuan Do (PI) organized a team of OSIRIS and adaptive optics users 
primarily at UCLA to focus on diagnostics, issues, and solutions to current problems. Three “hackathons” were held to 
characterize and understand the DRP issues. Two core issues were identified, and one of those issues was resolved with 
the upgraded detector.  

The remaining issue is a flux artifact where the DRP spectral extraction routine does not properly assign flux to the 
correct lenslet and wavelength (see figure 4). The flux artifacts sum to zero but contributes to the noise. The leading 
cause is likely a mismatch between the calibration and on-sky PSF, but further investigation is needed. Through better 
management of bad pixels, an understanding of how to better acquire calibrations, and improvements to cosmic ray 
rejection routines, the changes implemented by the team improved the signal-to-noise in the spectral extractions. As part 
of the improvements, the team changed the distribution model for the DRP to an observatory managed github repository 
so that the community of OSIRIS DRP users have improved tools for testing and vetting changes before distribution. 
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Before the upgrade, OSIRIS was using a combination of both Solaris and Linux based computers. We took this 
opportunity to make all operational computers identical so that there are common accounts, communication protocols, 
and software deployment methods. This was not part of the upgrade but was necessary for maintaining the system into 
the future. These computer and software modifications are completely transparent to the user.  

2.5 Adaptive Optics system upgrades 

In the past two years, two AO project demonstrations were completed. These two modifications lead to improved Strehl 
ratios and a better understanding of the astrometric and photometric accuracies when using AO. These two projects are 
being turned into facility class additions that will benefit the broader AO community.   

2.5.1 Point Spread Function Reconstruction 

The Galactic Center Group (GCG) at UCLA has been testing the theory of general relativity by monitoring objects 
orbiting the supermassive black hole at the Galactic Center with both the Keck I and II AO systems using both OSIRIS 
and NIRC2. The GCG identifies variations in the PSF due to atmospheric effects and instrument aberrations as the 
primary source of uncertainty to both the photometry and astrometry achievable with both NIRC2 and OSIRIS. Both 
WMKO and the GCG have devoted effort to reconstructing and understanding the AO-corrected PSF. 
Progress has been made toward implementing an on-axis PSF reconstruction (PSF-R) capability at WMKO and 
comparisons between the reconstructed PSFs to the measured PSF10. Science verification results that explore the 
photometry and astrometry of a low-mass binary system and the morphology of QSO host galaxies indicate that the PSF-
R project has completed the demonstration phase. In this next phase, data products will be automatically provided to the 
AO observer and archived. The PSF-R project has been instrumental in resolving and identifying technical problems 
with the Keck primary mirror active control system resulting from individual segment piston errors. The PSF 
reconstruction project is still closely examining low order static aberrations to understand how to better correct for them. 
In a parallel effort, the GCG has completed a project to predict PSF variability within Keck AO images11. They have 
created a new software package (AROPA)12, based on modified versions of StarFinder and Arroyo, that takes 
atmospheric turbulence profiles, instrumental aberration maps, and images as inputs and delivers improved photometry 
and astrometry. 
2.5.2 Infrared tilt compensation with adaptive optics 

The laser guide star adaptive optics (LGSAO) system on both Keck I and II has performed enormously well, but each 
system is limited in both performance and sky coverage because they have relied on a natural guide star (NGS) that is 
used for low order correction (tip-tilt and defocus modes). This limitation can be reduced by measuring image motion of 
the NGS in the near-infrared where it is partially corrected by the LGSAO system13. There are three potential benefits of 
sensing in the near-IR for LGSAO: (1) the average star is considerably brighter in the near-IR than in the visible; (2) 
closing the LGS loop provides sufficient correction in the near-IR to allow tip-tilt sensing on a near-diffraction limited, 
rather than seeing-limited, image; and (3) allowing or improving LGSAO observations of dust obscured regions. The 
Keck I LGSAO system now offers a choice between visible and near- infrared (IR) tip-tilt sensors: STRAP (System for 
Tilt Removal with Avalanche Photodiodes) and TRICK (Tilt Removal with Infrared Compensation at Keck). 

TRICK uses a H2RG-based near-infrared camera with 0.05 arcsecond pixels. Low noise at high sample rates is achieved 
by only reading a small region of interest, from 2x2 to 16x16 pixels, centered on an NGS anywhere in 100 arcecond 
diameter field. The sensor operates at either Ks or H-band using light reflected by a choice of dichroic beam-splitters 
located in front of OSIRIS. As a demonstrator, the implementation involved modifications to the AO bench, real-time 
control system, and higher-level controls. Trick significantly outperforms STRAP for stars with H/Ks brighter than 14 
magnitudes (R brighter than ~16)14.  

In the past year, the TRICK control software was upgraded to make TRICK a facility class system. TRICK was more 
seamlessly folded into existing AO control software, and we improved automation of target acquisition, telescope 
offsetting, and system recovery when TRICK faults. We anticipate that TRICK will be in regular use at the observatory 
starting during the 2017B semester. To that end, planning tools will be provided to the observing community to select 
potential IR NGS stars favorable for TRICK.   
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3. UPGRADES AND NEW INSTRUMENTATION IN PROGRESS 
3.1 Near IR echelle spectrograph upgrade 

The near-IR echelle spectrograph, NIRSPEC16, is a workhorse facility instrument for the Keck II telescope that is 
optimized for high-resolution R~25,000 spectroscopy at wavelengths of 0.95-5.5 microns. An upgrade currently in 
progress will provide enhanced and new capabilities, and increased sensitivity for a productive and popular instrument 
which will extend its lifetime significantly17. Led by Dr. Mike Fitzgerald at UCLA, the upgrade includes two H2RG 
detectors one for the spectrometer and one for the slit-guiding camera (SCAM), new optics for SCAM, a new filter 
wheel for SCAM, new computers, and new motor and detector controllers. The upgraded detector on the spectrometer 
will have a reduction in readnoise that is a five times improvement over the existing detector and will exhibit less dark 
current by a factor of 70. In addition, the smaller pixels will increase spectral resolution from 25,000 (0.43" slit, ~3-pixel 
sampling to 37,500 (0.29" slit, ~4-pixel sampling). 

 
Figure 7: Image of the new SCAM hardware including the optics, filter wheel, and detector installed in all new 
mechanical assembly.  

The upgrade will not only make NIRSPEC more sensitive with advanced detector technology, but it also provides new 
capabilities and retires obsolescence issues. The SCAM optics upgrade is a key component to this as it will expand 
guiding into the thermal infrared to match the extent of the science wavelength coverage. The current guider may only 
be used for on-slit guiding at wavelengths shorter than K band. The new optics and detector extend the wavelength range 
and provide the necessary filters for the longer wavelengths. We are also replacing obsolete transputers used for motor 
and detector controllers with modern detector systems identical to those now in use with OSIRIS and Galil motor 
controls that are in use many observatory instruments. To retire risk and reduce down time, the electronics were fast-
tracked and successfully tested with NIRSPEC in early April.  

The project passed a preliminary design review in mid-November 2017 and is currently in a full-scale development with 
delivery to WMKO scheduled for early August. An all new mechanical assembly for the lenses and filter wheel is under 
fabrication and is scheduled to be completed in time for the optics delivery in mid-June 2018. Lab testing will be 
completed in July before shipping in early Aug 2018. The instrument will be unavailable for use from 1 August to 9 
December 2018 when the new components will be integrated and tested in the instrument. NIRSPEC will be returned to 
operations in time for the NASA community to observe comet Wirtanen that will pass within 30 lunar distances of Earth 
and reach an estimated brightness of 3-7.5 magnitudes. This close flyby gives comet observers an opportunity to study 
and map different compounds in the comet that they might not have detected before and NIRSPEC is an optimal 
instrument for completing these studies.  
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3.2 Keck Cosmic Reionization Mattper 

Following delivery of KCWI and its transition to routine observing2,3, the development team turned its attention to the 
Keck Cosmic Reionization Mapper (KCRM) that is the red half of KCWI. Led by Dr. Christopher Martin, KCRM is a 
collaboration between Caltech, UCSC, and WMKO and is scheduled for delivery to the observatory in December 2020 
with first light in summer of 2021.  

 
Figure 8: The optical layout of KCWI with the red arm, KCRM, highlighted in red. The light blue represents the optical 
bench and while KCRM is bolted to the top of the bench, the blue side hangs from below. The dichroic in the diagram is 
currently a fold mirror directing all light to the blue side. The guider is not shown.  

KCRM will employ a high efficiency, red optimized CCD detector, configurable high spectral resolution, and superb 
sky-subtraction to create a unique and powerful capability ideally suited to studying the reionization of the Universe. 
The red detector will be a Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) 4k x 4k, 500 micron Deep Depletion CCD 
(DDCCD) with 15 micron square pixels that will have high quantum efficiency and extend the wavelength coverage 
from 0.560 to 1.05 microns. The detector will be implemented by UCSC who were responsible for the 2010 upgrade to 
the red channel of WMKO’s LRIS instrument using DDCCDs developed by LBNL. Several different gratings will be 
available for use during the night at both low and high resolutions (R 1,000 – 20,000), and both the blue and red side will 
be able to operate simultaneously to obtain data on the same source.  

The current guider in KCWI as well as an existing fold mirror require modifications in order to accommodate KCRM. 
The current guider picks off light that would nominally go to KCRM’s science detector while a mirror directs all light to 
the blue sensitive detector. With KCRM, we will replace the guider with a system that will pick off an annular field in 
front of the K-mirror, and the current fold mirror will be replaced with large 250 x 700 mm dichroic made of fused silica 
(see figure 8). The blue light path is otherwise unmodified, and the new dichroic improves red rejection on the blue side.  

Cost reviews were held in June 2017 and January 2018 with lessons learned and actual costs from the blue side applied 
to the budget and schedule for KCRM. The preliminary design phase was started in February and a preliminary design 
review is scheduled for October 2018. Some of the KCRM components are copies of the blue side (e.g. articulation 
stage), and thus the costs for some sub components are very well defined.  

3.3 Keck Planet Finder 

The Keck Planet Finder (KPF)18 is a fiber-fed, high-resolution, high-stability spectrometer in development for the Keck I 
telescope. The instrument is a collaboration between the SSL, Caltech, WMKO, UCSC, and Macquarie University being 
led by Prof. Andrew Howard at Caltech.  The instrument is designed to characterize exoplanets via Doppler 
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3.4.3 Fiber Injection Unit with AO 

In collaboration with Caltech, JPL, UCLA, WMKO is installing a demonstrator Fiber Injection Unit (FIU) on the Keck 
II AO bench that will fiber feed NIRSPEC to develop and test an IR precision radial velocity22 capability. The NIRSPEC 
upgrade will increase the spectral resolution, and the addition of the FIU will stabilize the PSF on the NIRSPEC slit. In 
combination with the pyramid wavefront sensor, we hope to demonstrate that WMKO can achieve high resolution 
adaptive optics correction for the study of exoplanets around M-type stars and planet formation in obscured star forming 
regions. Thermal emission from young giant planets will be injected into a single mode fiber linked to NIRSPEC thereby 
allowing spectral characterization of exoplanet atmospheres. 

Caltech engineers completed an opto-mechanical design of the FIU and supporting hardware on NIRSPEC, passed a 
detailed design review, and will install the hardware for initial testing late this summer and early fall. The FIU was 
integrated with the Pyramid WFS at the Institute for Astronomy in Hilo in May 2018, and the team is completing system 
level testing. There is limited space available on both the AO bench and on board NIRSPEC that the design team needed 
to accommodate. Science schedule pressures and higher profile projects have delayed installation. Due to the NIRSPEC 
upgrade discussed in section 3.1, on sky testing will start following the return of NIRSPEC to routine operations in mid-
December.   

4. FUTURE INSTRUMENTATION PROJECTS 
To remain competitive in an ever-evolving landscape of scientific interests and technology advances, WMKO in 
partnership with its SSC annually solicit instrumentation concepts from the community. Through a white paper call sent 
in the spring, the SSC advertises needs defined in the strategic plan, and the community proposes new facility class 
instrumentation, upgrades to existing instruments, or enhancements for aging instruments and observatory systems. For 
all projects, the community must seek approval from the SSC before moving forward with designs and construction.    

This year, WMKO with approval and input from the SSC accepted two types of proposals, conceptual designs as well 
as Phase A system design proposals. Conceptual designs seek to grow interest in the proposed instrument, develop the 
initial science cases, and identify technical advances the instrument will have. Phase A system designs are funded at a 
higher level and are to develop more detailed instrument designs, grow the science cases, and develop a robust schedule 
and budget for the delivery of the instrument.  At the end of a year, the development teams report back to the SSC for 
approval to move to the next phase or to seek funding.  

Top priorities identified in the strategic plan include a multi-object spectrograph capable of sampling most of the 20 
arcmin Keck telescope focal plane and a ground layer adaptive optics (GLAO) system. These two community driven 
desires are currently in conceptual design phase. In addition to these two major facility class initiatives, there are a 
number of other proposed projects large and small that are in conceptual and system design phases.  

4.1 Ground Layer Adaptive Optics 

The atmospheric profile above Maunakea is well suited to providing seeing improvements with GLAO which is 
identified by the community as a priority for enhancing WMKO’s competitiveness. GLAO has the potential of providing 
partial correction of atmospheric blurring over a significantly larger field of view and over a broader wavelength range 
than Keck’s existing AO systems. With an expected 2x better spatial resolution in the near-infrared and red-optical, 
GLAO should benefit all seeing limited instruments, but in particular, the community see significant improvements for 
large field multi-object spectrographs, DEIMOS and LRIS at optical wavelengths and MOSFIRE in the infrared. Science 
applications enabled by GLAO are thus complementary to classical AO and include extra-galactic spectroscopic surveys 
over a broad range of redshifts using MOSFIRE, LRIS, and DEIMOS, intergalactic and circumgalactic medium studies 
with integral field and slit spectrographs like KCWI and LRIS, and stellar population studies in the Milky Way and 
nearby galaxies where crowding limits current sensitivities.  

A GLAO conceptual design study is being led by Dr. Jessica Lu at UC Berkeley and Dr. Mark Chun at the University of 
Hawaii. The study is now starting year three as they continue to determine feasibility for the WMKO’s instrumentation 
suite and telescope. This team is applying what they have learned from their pilot program called ‘imaka that is a GLAO 
demonstrator with an 18x24 field of view on the University of Hawaii 2.2 m telescope23,24. Results from ‘imaka indicate 
that the PSF FWHM is improved by a factor of ≥1.4 and the noise equivalent area is improved by better than a factor of 
two. The team believes that the improved performance is both uniform and stable and will be beneficial for multi-object 
spectrographs at WMKO.   
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4.3 NIRC2 upgrades 

The ability to detect self-luminous exoplanets depends strongly on the temperature of the exoplanet. In the near infrared 
(JHK bands), the sky background is low, but the planet-to-star brightness heavily favors the star.  Although the sky 
brightness is higher in the thermal infrared (3-5 microns), the planet is also brighter relative to the star, and thus, there is 
a significant advantage in taking a direct image of exoplanets at longer wavelengths. In recent studies, planets may be 
directly imaged in the thermal infrared but may remain undetected at shorter wavelengths (1-3 microns).  

Led by Dr. Dimitri Mawet at Caltech, we intend to leverage the capacity of the workhorse instrument NIRC2 to detect 
thermal emission by upgrading NIRC2 with an M-band vector vortex coronagraph. The new vector vortex technology 
enables high contrast imaging of faint targets by suppressing the light from a central star to directly image exoplanet.  To 
further improve our detection limits, we will fabricate and add a new Lyot stop to mitigate systematic noise from light 
diffracted by the telescope and AO system, and fabricate and install new mechanical mounts for proper positioning of 
the vector vortex coronagraph. We anticipate that these modest hardware and software upgrades will be completed 
during the next year and are designed to take advantage of the advances made through the addition of the Pyramid 
Wavefront sensor that will deliver an infrared corrected beam to NIRC2.  

In subsequent years, we hope to upgrade NIRC2 with a new set of control electronics along with upgrades to the host 
computers. The current control electronics by INMOS Transputers are reliable and have served the instrument well, but 
they are obsolete. They have long been out of production and have no real programming base. Due to overheads in 
readout, the efficiencies are low resulting in difficulty in observing in the thermal infrared where short exposures are 
desirable. In the M band, the system efficiency is only about 30% (50% in L). We anticipate modernizing the detector 
controller at a modest cost to improve the observing efficiency numbers which could lead to doubling the productivity.  

4.4 Keck Radiometer Array using KID ENergy Sensors  

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDS) are superconducting detector arrays that can measure the energy and 
arrival time of individual optical and near-infrared photons without false counts. The development team at UC Santa 
Barbara led by Dr. Ben Mazin is seeking to take the MKID technology that they have developed for the Palomar, Lick, 
and Subaru Telescopes and provide a facility class instrument for the Keck I Telescope. This new instrument, the Keck 
Radiometer Array using KID ENergy Sensors28 (KRAKENS), will be a 30 kpix integral field spectrograph (IFS) with a 
42.5”x45” field of view, wide wavelength coverage from 380–1350 nm, and a spectral resolution R=λ/Δλ > 20 at 400 
nm.  

A significant part of the science impact will come from the inherent time domain capabilities of MKIDs. MKIDs have an 
effective readout rate (sub-ms) at least 104 times faster than any other science camera at Keck, allowing them to capture 
time domain information on rapidly changing sources like electromagnetic counterparts to LIGO detections, optical 
pulsars, and exoplanet transits. In combination with the new NSF funded Keck I deployable tertiary mirror (see section 
2.6), KRAKENS will open up fast time domain and cadence observations at Keck just as large synoptic surveys like 
ZTF and later when LSST come online.  

It is anticipated that KRAKENS will also be the most sensitive instrument on Keck for measuring the SEDs of faint low 
surface brightness objects. For these objects, such as z > 8 galaxy candidates, the low spectral resolution is not a 
disadvantage since there are not enough photons for higher resolution spectroscopy. The high throughput of KRAKENS, 
combined with the lack of a slit, and the ability in software to dynamically vary an aperture to correct for tip/tilt should 
make KRAKENS at least a magnitude more sensitive than LRIS. 

4.5 Second generation integral field spectrograph for adaptive optics 

By heavily leveraging their experience building OSIRIS for Keck and developing designs for the TMT/IRIS 
instrument29, Dr. James Larkin and his team at UCLA hope to build a second-generation integral field spectrograph 
(IFS) that would take advantage of the availability of large format Hawaii-4RG detectors and improved Keck AO 
performance. This instrument is currently called LIGER. The IRIS team has completed optical and mechanical designs 
for cryogenic collimator and camera optics that are needed for both slicer and lenslet IFS backed by larger Hawaii-4RG 
detectors (see figure 12). These designs have the ability to be used without significant modification for any diffraction-
limited IFS with sampling scales matched to a particular telescope diameter. 

A component of the new IFS would reuse the newly upgraded diffraction-limited OSIRIS imager developed at UCLA 
and commissioned at WMKO (see section 2.4.2). The OSIRIS imager has an ideal sampling of 10 mas per pixel and a 20 
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removal of external and internal dewar components. Members of the original MOSFIRE development team were 
significant allies in fixing MOSFIRE. Both Co-PIs were present when opening the instrument and together with 
instrument technicians Hector Rodriguez from Caltech and Ken Mangnone from UCLA, the team provided guidance and 
training for observatory staff who had not seen MOSFIRE opened. This work delayed some projects at the observatory 
and because members of the MOSFIRE development team helped with the repair mission, projects at UCLA and Caltech 
were also delayed. 

The repair team discovered that the second lens in the collimator barrel had come loose from six bonds. The collimator 
barrel was disassembled, and small particulates of lens debris was found in all layers of the collimator barrel. The 
damaged lens was sent back to UCLA along with the lens mount for rebonding by Ted Alido (UCLA) and Jason Fucik 
(Caltech). Although the lens coating had been partially damaged by rubbing against a neighboring lens, the lens 
remained in good enough quality to be reused. We reinstalled this lens rather than manufacture and recoat a new lens 
because the instrument down time would increase by several more months. After reinstalling the lens, MOSFIRE was 
returned to routine observing with no noticeable degradation in performance.  

This event prompted the observatory to initiate new protocols and procedures when testing hardware or software that 
may have a potential to move facility instruments. But although the lens was loosened during rotator testing, the forces 
involved did not exceed forces encountered during normal installation of MOSFIRE at the Cassegrain focus. We suspect 
that the bonds of the lens were likely weaker that others due to lens preparation that differed from all other lenses in the 
system.  
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